Arc

The premium smart soundbar for TV, movies,
music, gaming, and more

Bring all your entertainment to life with the brilliantly realistic
sound of Arc, featuring Dolby Atmos. Enjoy control with your
TV remote, voice, the Sonos app, Apple AirPlay 2, and more.

3D sound with Dolby Atmos

Experience shows, movies, and games with the precise
and immersive sound of Dolby Atmos. Arc’s upward-firing
drivers create a multi-dimensional soundstage that then
moves around you, rendering every whisper and
explosion with dramatic clarity, detail, and depth.

A truly powerful soundbar

Eleven high-performance drivers, including custom
elliptical woofers and angled side tweeters, produce vivid
detail and impressive bass.

Tech Specs

11 Class-D digital amplifiers perfectly tuned to Arc’s
acoustic architecture.
8 elliptical woofers ensure faithful playback of
mid-range and vocal frequencies in addition to rich bass.
3 precisely angled silk-dome tweeters create crisp high
frequencies and crystal clear dialogue.
Far-field microphone array uses advanced beamforming
and multi-channel echo cancellation so your voice
assistant can be readily activated.

Immerse yourself in the music

Stream music, radio, podcasts, and more from your
favorite services with the Sonos app or Apple AirPlay 2
when the TV is off.

Voice control

Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant are built right in, so
you can play music, check news, set alarms, get your questions answered, and more, completely hands free.

Mountable

A magnetic sensor detects when Arc is mounted and
smartly adjusts the EQ to temper bass resonance.

Weight

13.78 lbs (6.25 kg)

Dimensions (H x W x D)
3.4 x 45 x 4.5 inches
(87 x 1141.7 x 115.7 mm)

Brilliant Sound

Easy to Use

Listen Your Way

Enjoy clear, richly detailed sound
that fills the room at any volume.

Control is simple with the Sonos
app, Apple AirPlay 2, and your
voice.

Customize your system and play
what you want, where you want.

Works with all your favorite services

Stream from more than 100 services and easily manage them all in the Sonos app.

